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- Take screens at a pre-defined time interval - Automatically save captured images to your computer - Capture screenshots using hotkeys - Limit the number of snapshots saved - Sort files by name, date, or extension - Preview files in the built-in browser - Create HTML/JPEG galleries - Export web pages as part of an
online gallery smartision ScreenCopy Crack Mac Features: * Simple, light, and fast * Automatically capture screenshots of desktop * Limit number of screenshots taken at a time * Assign hotkeys to capture screenshots * Preset and user-defined audio files * Generate HTML/JPG galleries * Sort screenshots by name or
date * Export web pages as part of an online gallery Answering the question “why is ScreenCapture better than others?” Another problem that each of the above tools encounters is the lack of a simple and effective user interface. If it was necessary to worry about the safe and fast capture of screenshots, there
wouldn’t be any need to waste time on reading the software’s instructions. The working settings in a program’s software sometimes go unnoticed and unreported. This is why we’re dedicated to making sure that you could quickly get in touch with all the necessary information about ScreenCopy: Features: easy
capturing images, saving pictures, organizing pictures in the gallery, and exporting web pages as galleries; Tests: the configuration options were properly set and the tool works like a charm; Usability: the program has a stable and intuitive interface that works smoothly and without any problems. Answering the
question “Why is ScreenCopy better than other ScreenCapture?” Each time you decide to capture pictures of the desktop, you usually have a question for yourself: “Why is ScreenCopy better than other ScreenCapture?” It doesn’t matter if you want to organize your data for showing them to someone else or you
want to save them to your hard drive. It doesn’t matter if you are taking screenshots for your personal use or using them for presentation purposes. There is no one-size-fits-all solution as you need. ScreenCopy is your helper in various cases. Let’s have a quick look at the features provided by this ScreenCapture:
Automatic screenshots If you want to capture the screen activity at a pre-defined time interval, ScreenCopy is ideal for you

Smartision ScreenCopy 

=============== smartision ScreenCopy is a Windows application whose purpose is to help you capture your screen activity to images and automatically save them to your computer. Clean design You are welcomed by a simple design that allows you to preview the captured photos directly in the main
window. Plus, you can make the program show or hide advanced parameters in/from the primary panel. An online help manual is available in case you need extra assistance with the configuration settings. Take screenshots smartision ScreenCopy offers you the possibility to automatically capture photos at a custom
time interval (in seconds). In addition, you are allowed to limit the number of pictures taken in the automatic mode to a user-defined number. The captured photos can be exported to JPEG or BMP file format. Other important tweaking parameters worth being mentioned enable you to set up the filenames of the
output items based on window caption, current date, current time, or number, capture the entire desktop, active window, or window by caption, automatically hide smartision ScreenCopy’s primary panel when taking snapshots, reassign hotkeys which can be used to capture images and turn on the automatic mode,
and play preset or user-defined audio files (WAV file format). When it comes to setting up image output parameters, you can change the color depth of BMP files, adjust the JPEG compression quality, as well as resize pictures. A screenshot browser is implemented for helping you preview the captured photos, go to
the next or previous item, open the picture via your default viewer, sort files by name or date, copy filename to the clipboard, open the folder where the selected photo is stored, as well as filter snapshots by name or date. In addition, the application lets you create HTML screenshot galleries which may have a
custom title, user-defined text message that is shown before/after the images on the HTML pages, maximum number of files, and a preferred background color. At the end of the process you can make the tool show the gallery. Tests have pointed out that smartision ScreenCopy carries out tasks quickly and provides
very good output results. It remains light on system resources so the overall performance of the computer is not hampered. You may keep it running in the background. ⭐?⭐?⭐ Thank you!? ⭐Like the App?⭐ Hit the +1 button ⭐Want to see more apps like this?⭐ Subscribe! b7e8fdf5c8
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Smartision ScreenCopy 

Connect to your PC over the network and upload screenshots directly to a ftp server with log-in / password. Just select the folders which contain the screenshots you want to upload. smartision ScreenCopy Installation Description Connect to your PC over the network and upload screenshots directly to a ftp server with
log-in / password. Just select the folders which contain the screenshots you want to upload. Installation 1: Upload screenshot without login / password smartision ScreenCopy - Free Download ScreenCapture & ScreenCapture2 is an easy-to-use screen capture and screen dump utility for Windows-based PCs. It can
capture any part of the screen, including the entire desktop, active window, or any window. The captured image is saved to the specified folder as a JPG, GIF or BMP file. If you are using Windows Vista or Windows 7, you can also configure ScreenCapture2 to auto-save a series of screens when you press a hotkey, to
save them to the specified folder as a JPG, GIF or BMP file with date and time info. Features 1. Captures the entire desktop, active window, or any window; 2. Automatically save screen captures to the specified folder as a JPG, GIF or BMP file with date and time info; 3. Automatically save screen captures at a custom
interval (in seconds). 4. Turn on or off the on-screen help. 5. Works with most common web browsers and FTP clients. 6. Special support for Internet Explorer 6,7,8,9, Firefox 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and Internet Explorer for Android. ScreenCapture & ScreenCapture2 is a fun utility with many features. Who doesn't like to save
captured screens into a collection of small (500x500 pixel) images. ScreenCapture & ScreenCapture2 lets you do that quickly and easily. ScreenCapture & ScreenCapture2 can grab screenshots for you and let you choose how and when you want to capture them. ScreenCapture & ScreenCapture2 can grab
screenshots that can be sent as an image attachment in an e-mail. You can use ScreenCapture & ScreenCapture2 to capture screenshots and then save them to your hard drive, FTP server, or anywhere else that suits your needs. When you choose to take a screenshot, the program will create a capture document in
the folder where the program is installed. The newly created capture document can be renamed and configured to be saved

What's New in the Smartision ScreenCopy?

smartision ScreenCopy is a lightweight Windows application whose purpose is to help you capture your screen activity to images and automatically save them to your computer. Clean design You are welcomed by a simple design that allows you to preview the captured photos directly in the main window. Plus, you
can make the program show or hide advanced parameters in/from the primary panel. An online help manual is available in case you need extra assistance with the configuration settings. Take screenshots smartision ScreenCopy offers you the possibility to automatically capture photos at a custom time interval (in
seconds). In addition, you are allowed to limit the number of pictures taken in the automatic mode to a user-defined number. The captured photos can be exported to JPEG or BMP file format. Other important tweaking parameters worth being mentioned enable you to set up the filenames of the output items based on
window caption, current date, current time, or number, capture the entire desktop, active window, or window by caption, automatically hide smartision ScreenCopy’s primary panel when taking snapshots, reassign hotkeys which can be used to capture images and turn on the automatic mode, and play preset or user-
defined audio files (WAV file format). When it comes to setting up image output parameters, you can change the color depth of BMP files, adjust the JPEG compression quality, as well as resize pictures. A screenshot browser is implemented for helping you preview the captured photos, go to the next or previous item,
open the picture via your default viewer, sort files by name or date, copy filename to the clipboard, open the folder where the selected photo is stored, as well as filter snapshots by name or date. In addition, the application lets you create HTML screenshot galleries which may have a custom title, user-defined text
message that is shown before/after the images on the HTML pages, maximum number of files, and a preferred background color. At the end of the process you can make the tool show the gallery. Tests have pointed out that smartision ScreenCopy carries out tasks quickly and provides very good output results. It
remains light on system resources so the overall performance of the computer is not hampered. You may keep it running in the background. Virus: There are no known viruses in this download. Adware: There are no known adware in this download. Spyware: There are no known spyware in this download. Trojan
horse: There are no known trojan horse in this
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System Requirements For Smartision ScreenCopy:

System Requirements:
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